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Overview 
Gene regulation, which determines how genes are expressed, is a fundamental 
process of every living cell. In eukaryotes, gene regulation consists of many stages 
which require energy. The function of this energy, however, is not well understood. 
In particular, I want to know how energy expenditure influences the monotonicity of 
the gene regulation function (GRF), which relates transcription factor (TF) 
concentration to gene expression. At equilibrium, average binding GRFs are proven 
to be monotonic, but away from equilibrium, average binding GRFs may be 
non-monotonic.  

Assumptions
- Two TF binding sites, pairwise cooperativity
- Two conformations (open, closed chromatin)
- Average binding (expression of microstate proportional to #sites bound by TF)
- Following the Linear Framework (Gunawardena 2012)1

Methods
- Sampled parameters (kb, ku1,...) uniformly at random from logscale (-3,3).
- Discarded parameter sets that do not follow constraints. 
- Generated one million non-monotonic parameter sets per graph.
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Conclusions and a Caveat
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Future Directions

Non-monotonics maintain the “cycle ratio 
inequality”: around the green cycle, 
Clockwise product of edge labels> 
counterclockwise product of edge labels. 

I.e. kopen2 kb kclose3 ku2 > (kclose1 
kopen2 ku3)/(kopen1 ku1) kb kopen3 ku4
Simplifies to: kclose3 ku2 ku1 kopen1 > 
kopen3 ku4 ku3 kclose1

peak height of 
non-monotonic GRF as a 
primitive way of 
quantifying 
non-monotonicity

1885 nonmon parameter sets broke 
bottom cycle ratio inequality.
86889 nonmon parameter sets broke top 
cycle ratio inequality.
No nonmon parameter sets broke both. 
(clockwise > counterclockwise in at least 
one cycle)

Since the log cycle ratio is tied to energy expenditure, we observed a 
connection between energy expenditure and the degree of non-monotonicity, 
quantified by peak height. 
This enforces the idea that non-monotonic GRFs are indeed a signature of 
non-equilibrium conditions. 

However, it is possible to transform a non-monotonic GRF into a monotonic 
GRF, and vs versa, without changing cycle ratios (not expending energy). 

Transformation of non-monotonic GRF to monotonic 
GRF, same cycle ratios

Results of Boundary Finder algorithm, 
performed on O2 HMS cluster

- Attempt to support observations analytically (difficult since the GRF 
coefficients suffer from a parametric combinatorial explosion)

- Instead of peak height of GRF as a quantifier of non-monotonicity, 
use most negative derivative

- Use boundary finder to find parameter sets that yield largest 
non-monotonicity

- Extend to other expression strategies
- Extend to n binding sites, m conformations

Thank you!
A huge thank you to my mentor Dr. Martinez-Corral, Dr. Gunawardena and 
the lab. 
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Green cycles break detailed balance

Green and blue cycles break 
detailed balance

*max log cycle ratio exists due to constraints on parameters


